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DUE DATE: TBD 
(Needs to be verified and signed off by FADE Leads or Mentors!) 
 
Required Materials: 

● 2.5” Diameter 6061 Aluminum Rod 
 
Tools To Be Used: 

● Mill 
● Lathe 
● Bandsaw 
● Taps 
● Edge Finder 
● Center Finder 

NOTE: If you are not familiar with machine anatomy, please review the machining 
lectures (can be found on the FADE section of the ASME website, asmebruins.com) 
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Step 1: Acquire Stock Metal 

Stock material can be picked up in the ASME Lab (Boelter 2730C). If you have not received your 

stock yet, please contact a FADE Lead or Mentor ASAP. 

 

Step 2: Loading Stock Into Lathe 

● Ensure stock is tightly secure in the jaws of the spindle 

● MAKE SURE TO REMOVE KEY FROM SPINDLE BEFORE OPERATION (as a rule of thumb, if               

you are tightening the jaws, the key should be in your hands at all times) 

● Turn on the lathe and ensure the stock is spinning concentrically with the spindle 

o If the stock’s rotation is not centered (wobbling), loosen jaws, reseat stock, and             

retighten 

o DO ALL THE ABOVE STEPS EVERY TIME YOU USE THE LATHE 
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Step 3: Facing 

Facing is the operation of removing material from the “face” of a stock metal. Doing so gives 

you a nice and even surface to use as a reference/datum surface. 

● Bring your cutting tool towards the stock so that the cutting edge is touching the front 

face of the stock. Zero the carriage dial here. 

o NOTE: The carriage is the wheel/dial that moves the tool left and right, while the 

cross slide is the wheel/dial that moves the tool forward and back 

● Pull the tool radially outward from the stock (towards you) until the cutting edge has 

cleared the edge of the stock 

● Use the carriage to move the tool along the axis of the stock towards the spindle (to the 

left), which adjusts the cut depth. Make sure to not exceed a cut depth of .02” (20 thou) 

per pass while facing (This value can be increased as you grow comfortable with 

machining) 
● Using the cross slide, face the front of the material by feeding the cutting tool radially 

inward, until the entire face is smooth. 

● When feeding the cross slide, do so in a slow and steady matter, and DO NOT FEED THE 

TOOL PAST THE CENTER LINE OF THE STOCK WHEN FACING. 
● Once facing is done, remove the stock, flip it, and repeat to the other end as well. 
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Step 4: Marking & Measuring 

Marking is the fastest and simplest way to get close measurement of how much material you 

need to cut off. As you grow comfortable with using dials/DROs (digital readouts) that enable 

more precision, marking will not become a necessity, but it is still good practice for quick parts. 

● Place the faced part on flat metal table to ensure that the faces are smooth/flat. If not, 

reface on the lathe. 

● Acquire some marking fluid (Dykem), and paint a thick band down the middle and the 

entirety of one face. ( You may use the compressed air to dry the fluid faster). 

 

● To use the height gauge, lower it until the tip gently touches the surface, and calibrate 

the outer ring by turning it until the “0” lines up with the needle. 

NOTE: Much like calipers, each tick mark on the height gauge indicates .001” (1 thou) 
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● From the engineering drawing, we can see that the total height of our final part will be 

1.75” 

● Therefore, we need to measure a height of 1.75” from one of our faces 

● Measure the height gauge to 1.75” (1750 thou), and lock it using the set screw. 

● With the painted face down, gently score a line around the circumference of the part. 

The bottom portion will be used as the part, and the top will be scrapped 
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● The engineering drawing also shows that the final diameter of the part will be 2” 

● The current stock is 2.5” in diameter. So, in order to get to a final diameter of 2”, we 

need to reduce the RADIUS of the part by 0.25” 

● Re-measure the gauge to 0.25” (250 thou), and with the stock on its side, score a circle 

on the face by spinning the stock. 

NOTE: These measurements WILL be off, but is only used as a guideline and we will be 

verifying exact measurements as we cut closer to this circle. 
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Step 4: Turning Down to Size 

● Load the part back into the lathe, ensuring the painted face points out, and that there is 

a good .25”-.50” between the scribed line and the jaws. 

 

● When facing, we brought the edge of the cutting tool up to the face of the part in order 

to zero the carriage dial. When turning, we do the opposite. Bring the tip of the cutting 

tool up to the outer surface of the part and zero the cross slide dial 

● Now, move the tool to the right so that the tool clears the outer face of the part (the 

painted face).  

● Opposite of facing, use the cross slide to adjust cut depth, and the carriage to feed the 

tool. Once again, do not exceed a cut depth of 0.02” (20 thou) per pass until you 

become more comfortable with machining. 
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● When turning, make sure to pass the line that we circumscribed on the outer surface of 

the part by a good 0.125” - 0.25”. This ensures that if our earlier measurement of 1.75” 

was off, we will have more than enough of the stock turned down to the correct size. 

● Continue to turn down the part until you are close to the circle scribed on the face.  

● From this point, turn the machine off and verify the diameter with calipers.  

● Keep turning little by little, making sure to verify the diameter with calipers after each 

pass until you achieve as close to 2.0” diameter as possible. 

● QUIZ #1: In order to have turned the part down from 2.5” in diameter to 2.0” in 

diameter, you would have had to use the (cross slide / carriage) to push the tool inwards 

by how many inches? How many thou? Answers can be found at the back of these 

instructions so that you can complete your project properly. However, if you are unsure 

of why an answer is correct, we encourage you to contact your FADE Leads/Mentors! 
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Step 5: Cutting off Excess Material on the Bandsaw 

● We now (hopefully) have two sections to our stock: one section that is 2.0 inches in 

diameter and over 1.75 inches in length, and another excess section that is still at the 

original 2.5 inches in diameter. 

● The excess section is too large to efficiently cut off using a lathe, so we use a bandsaw. 

● Obtain a vise, and load the stock as shown in the picture 

NOTE: This orientation is important to counter the downforce of the bandsaw, so your 

part won’t skew or go flying out as it cuts off! 

● Make sure to use the bandsaw table when clamping the part in the vise to ensure both 

vise and part are level and contacting the table. 
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● Turn the bandsaw on, and proceed to cut the excess off, with one hand pushing the 

vice, and the other using a small wooden block to push the part. 

NOTE: Friction from the blade and part generates a lot of heat. The small wooden block 

is needed to prevent burning your hands. Holding the vise directly is OK. 

 

● Cut as close to the excess wall as possible, and as straight as you can 

NOTE: The extra .125-.25” offset from turning will make this easier due to the buffer, 

and ensures we have extra material on the part to face for a nice finish. 

 

● As you cut, you will notice that considerable feeding force needs to be applied. 

NOTE: If you HEAR the bandsaw starting to slow down, relieve some feed pressure to 

prevent the machine from stalling 
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Step 6: Final Facing + Drilling on the Lathe 

● With the bandsawed face upwards (painted/smooth face down), use the height gauge 

to once again circumscribe the part at 1.75”.  

NOTE: If your part is significantly shorter than this, you have not cut enough offset in 

step 4, and will require a new stock. 

 

● Face the rough side down to the line, making sure to check periodically with calipers 

that the part will come out to be the right height. 

 

● QUIZ #2: After cutting the excess portion on the bandsaw, your part’s length is now 

1.93”. You need to reduce the length of your part to 1.75” using a (turning / facing) 

operation. During this operation, you will use the (carriage / cross slide) to move your 

tool (axially / radially) along the part by how many inches? How many thou? 

● Loosen the toolpost using an allen wrench, and turn the tool post to about 45 degrees 

counterclockwise. Retighten the toolpost, and chamfer the edges of both sides of the 

part. 
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● Our part is now (hopefully) at the correct length and diameter, so we can now start 

adding some of the more detailed features. 

● From the engineering drawing, we see that we need to drill holes on each of the faces of 

the part. Since these holes are centered on the circular face, it is easiest and most 

efficient to drill these holes on the lathe. 

 

● We will start with the bottom picture, which represents the bottom face of our final 

part. On an engineering drawing, hole callouts are represented with an arrow pointing 

to the center of the hole. Thus, looking at the bottom picture, there are actually TWO 

holes we need to make in this face. 

● First, consider the hole given by the following callout: 

● The first number represents the diameter of the hole (0.15625” or 5/32”). The second 

number represents the depth of the hole (0.880”). 
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● Now, consider the hole given by the other callout: 

● Using the same conventions as before, we see that we need to create a hole that is 

0.3580” in diameter and 0.380” in depth. 

● However, the second line of the callout provides additional information about the hole. 

The upside down triangle symbol means that the hole must be countersunk, and the 

numbers following the symbol give us the dimensions/specs of the countersink. 

However, in our case, the dimensions of the countersink are merely a formality and will 

not be considered when your project is evaluated. 

 

● Now that we have all this background information, it is time to start drilling! 

● Each drilling process begins by using a center drill to create a pilot hole that helps longer 

drill bits from wandering. 

● Acquire a center drill, put it in the lathe tailstock chuck, lock the tailstock tightly, and 

feed the bit using the tailstock handwheel (with the lathe on), until the chamfer 

produced by the center drill is slightly larger than a 5/32” drill bit. 

 

● Now, acquire a 5/32” (0.15625”) bit and a letter T (0.3580”) bit, and mark them with a 

sharpie and ruler to the appropriate drill depth (.880” and .380” respectively) 

NOTE: Our drill depth does NOT include the tapered tip of the bit (start measuring the 

depth AFTER the tapered portion ends) 
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NOTE: Marking bits is not the most precise method. For more precise depths, you may 

want to use the ruler markings on the tailstock quill. 

● Starting with the 5/32” bit, then the letter T bit, drill the holes in the same way as the 

center drill, but going all the way to the marked lines. 

NOTE: Peck Drilling – For deep holes, retract the bit fully from the hole periodically to 

allow the chips to clear out and prevent bit from breaking. 
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● Finish off the bore by using a countersink bit to deburr the edges and leave a nice, small 

chamfer. 

 

● Flip the part in the lathe, and with the above drilling methods in mind, drill the hole 

given by the following callout (also shown in the top picture on Page 14): 

● NOTE: Do not worry about the second line on this callout, we will return to that later! 

● NOTE: The drill bit you will need for this hole has the designation “#25”, and the exact 

size of this drill bit is 0.1495” (the callout says 0.150” because Solidworks rounded) 

● QUIZ #3: What is the diameter of this hole? How deep is this hole? What does the third 

line of this hole callout mean? What three steps (in order) do you need to follow when 

drilling this hole (and any other hole)? 
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Step 7: Finding a Reference/Home/Datum Point. 

● We will now use a mill to cut away material from the outer surface of the cylindrical 

part. Consider the following portion of the engineering drawing. Note that the bottom 

face of the part is the face with the larger hole, and that the top face of the part is the 

face with the smaller hole. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

● QUIZ #4: This portion of the engineering drawing shows that we will not be milling away 

material over the whole 1.75” of the cylinder axial length (height). Based on the 

drawing, what is the height of the cylindrical portion that will remain after milling? What 

is the height of the new flat face that will be created after milling? Describe how you 

would scribe a line on the part at the proper height to use as a reference (AND THEN 

ACTUALLY SCRIBE THE LINE) 

● Get on a mill. 

● V-Blocks are used for work holding cylindrical objects. Ask Jose or Dirk for a small 

V-Block as shown below. 
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● With the part resting on the V-Block, put it in the vise as shown (the face with the 

smaller hole should be facing out towards you) and tighten. While tightening the vise, 

make sure the V-block is resting flat on the base of the vise. 

NOTE: Secure work holding is imperative in preventing parts from shifting around from 

the large amounts of pressure from the tool when cutting. After tightening, make sure 

that both the V-block and the part do not move in the vise.  

 

● Center finders are used to find the center on the side of a cylindrical part. Acquire one 

by asking an ASME officer. 
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● Load a drill chuck into the mill, and then load the center finder into the chuck 

 
● Use the crank on the lower part of the mill to raise the knee of the mill so the part is 

close to the center finder 

● Once close enough, use the quill feed handle (located on the side of the upper part of 

the mill) to lower the center finder until it lightly contacts the part. Lock the quill feed.  

● While ensuring the center finder is always contacting the part, move the table left or 

right until the markings of the center finder line up. 
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● The center of the quill is now in line with the center of the part 

● Zero out the X-axis reading on the DRO as seen below. The DRO is now calibrated such 

that position X = 0 is located at the radial center of the part. (The origin currently lies 

somewhere on the axis of the cylinder. The exact position of the origin on this axis is 

currently unknown because the y-axis has not yet been calibrated!) 

 

 

● In order to find our Y-axis datum (reference position), acquire an edge finder, and load it 

into the drill chuck of the mill as seen. 
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● Position the edge finder away from the part in the Y-Axis, and raise/lower the part so 

about half the probe finger will contact the part. 

● Turn on the mill, and with a stick, gently knock the probe so it is spinning eccentrically. 
● Approach the front face of the part until the probe start to spin more concentrically 

with its shank. 

● From here, feed VERY SLOWLY until the exact moment you see the probe starting to 

spin offset  

 

● Turn off the mill, and then zero the Y-axis reading on the DRO 

NOTE: With this configuration, the position Y = 0 corresponds to having the EDGE of the 

probe coincident with front face of the part. HOWEVER, we need the Y = 0 position to 

correspond to the CENTER of the probe (and therefore the center of the quill) being 

coincident with the front face of the part. Therefore, we must offset by the radius of our 

probe!  

 

● With the edgefinder safely above the part, offset the Y-axis by the radius value of the 

probe, using the DRO to see how far you moved. 

NOTE: Edgefinder probes are precision ground, and come in varying diameters, so 

measure it with a caliper. Most edgefinders in the shop are 0.2” in diameter, so you will 

have to offset by 0.1”. 

● Zero the Y-axis on the DRO once more, and now your quill center and Y-axis zero 

position should be in line with the edge of the front face.  
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● Now, your origin is located on the axis of cylinder and at the center of the front face of the 
cylinder. It is now time to mill! 
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Step 8: Milling the Sides of the Part 

● Swap out the edgefinder for an endmill. Either 2 or 3 flute is acceptable for cutting aluminum, 
and any diameter is okay, just be sure you know what diameter endmill you’re using! 
NOTE: Make sure you use a collet and NOT A DRILL CHUCK for endmills. Drill chucks are not 
designed to bear radial load.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

● With the mill on, raise the knee (z-axis) slowly until the endmill BARELY scratches the top surface 
of the part. 
NOTE: Endmills are NOT drillbits. Never take big cuts in the axial/z-axis by plunging, or endmills 
WILL break. 

● Stop the mill, hold the knee handle still, and adjust the gauge on it so it reads “0” 
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● Move the part away from the endmill, and then raise the knee by .020” (20 thou) 

 
● Turn on the mill, and proceed to cut the part up to the scored line, in a snake-like pattern. 

NOTE: Confused on which handle turning direction feeds in which direction? RIGHT HAND RULE! 
Also, remember that on a mill, the tool is stationary and the PART is the object that moves! 

● To ensure that you are precisely cutting to the scored line, keep your eye on the Y-Axis value on 
the DRO.  

● As mentioned before at the beginning of Step 7 (Page 18), after our milling is complete, the axial 
length of the remaining cylindrical portion should be 0.5”. Therefore, we need to cut away 1.25” 
of material in the axial direction of the cylinder. (See Quiz #4).  

● HOWEVER, recall that our Y-axis is calibrated such Y = 0 corresponds to the CENTER of the quill 
being in line with the front face of the cylinder. Therefore, if we mill material away until the 
position Y = 1.25”, this will mean that the CENTER of the quill has reached the position Y = 1.25”, 
and therefore, we will have accidentally cut away extra material equal to the radius of our 
endmill! 

o CAUTION: If this is confusing to you, contact a FADE Lead / Mentor ASAP! 
● Conclusion: You MUST account for the radial offset of your endmill, therefore the Y-value you 

want to get on your DRO is (1.25”)-(Radius of Endmill). 
▪ EX). I used a ½” diameter endmill. Hence, I should cut to 1” in the y-direction to 

cut the designated amount. 
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● Once you have finished your first pass, move the part away from the endmill, and raise the knee 

by another .02” (20 thou) increment, and repeat the cut.  

● As can be seen from the below portion of the engineering drawing, we need to reach a final cut 

depth of 0.625” (625 thou), meaning you must repeat this step until you have raised the knew 

by a total of 0.625” (625 thou). 

● NOTE: Incremental cut depths can be increased beyond 20 thou as you grow more comfortable 
with the machine 

● NOTE: The knee gauge dial is incremented only to 0.100” (100 thou) per revolution, so you must 
keep track mentally until you reach 0.625” (625 thou). 
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Step 9: Drilling the Vortex Bore 

● We will now drill the huge bore in the face that we just milled! Consider the following portion of 
the engineering drawing: 

● QUIZ #5: Given the above drawing and knowing where our origin is currently located, what are 
the X and Y coordinates of the center of the large bore? (Recall that the diameter of our part 
should be 2”). Using your knowledge of hole callouts, what is the diameter of the bore we need 
to create? Be sure you can answer this question correctly before you proceed. 

● Move the quill to the coordinates achieved in Quiz #5, and once the DROs read the right values, 
use the table and saddle locks to lock the table and saddle from moving 
NOTE: tightening the locks can cause small variations in the DRO readings. Tighten slowly and 
adjust the saddle and table as you go for precision. 
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● Swap out the endmill & collet for a drill chuck, and use a large center drill bit to drill a large pilot 
hole 

 
● Acquire a .25” drill bit. From the portion of the engineering drawing below, we can see that in 

order to create a full thru hole, we must drill to a depth of 0.75”. However, we will drill to a 
depth of .80” just to be safe. (It does not matter that we are drilling extra into the other side of 
the part because we need to mill down that side anyway!) 
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● Be sure to use the quill feed gauge/stopper to know how far you’ve drilled down! (Contact a 

FADE Lead / Mentor if the above picture does not make sense!) 
NOTE: Keep in mind how we previously measured drill depth for this part 

● Repeat the preceding steps with a .5” bit and finally a .75” bit. 
● If everything was done right, the .75” bit should be tangent to the base of the part. 

NOTE: For larger diameter bits, you will probably need to reduce the spindle rotation speed! 
DISCLAIMER: Picture does not accurately depict expected results. 
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Step 10: Milling the Other Side of the Part. 

● Once drilling is complete, flip the part as seen, and mill down the other side to 
specifications, utilizing what you learned from previous steps. 

● QUIZ #6: Summarize/list the steps required to mill down the other side of the part! 

 

Step 11: Milling and Drilling the Front Face 

● Consider the portions of the engineering drawing below 

● The left figure shows that we still need to drill some holes on the front face of the part (the 
face closest to the vortex bore). However, drilling holes in curved surfaces is not very 
practical in most cases, and thus, as shown in the right figure, we will first mill out a very 
shallow section in the front face so as to provide a flat surface to drill our holes on! 
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● Orient the part in the vise as seen, with the vortex bore on the top half 
● Use an edge finder to “zero out” the mill DRO at the indicated corner (do not forget to offset 

by the radius of the edge finder!) 

 
● Mill out a small flat to the depth of .03175” as seen in the drawing, along with the correct X 

& Y measurements 
● QUIZ #7: Summarize/list the steps required to mill out the small flat. 
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● Now we can start drilling! 
● QUIZ #8: Based on the engineering drawing, how many holes do you need to drill? What 

is/are the size(s) and depth(s) of the hole(s) you need to drill? What are the X and Y 
coordinates of the center of the hole(s) you need to drill? Do you need to countersink? 
What are the three steps to drilling holes? 
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Step 12: Tapping a Hole 

● Remember how we said we’d come back to the second line of this hole callout? Well now’s that 
time! The second line of this hole callout signifies that we need to tap a hole! (Tapping a hole 
means adding internal threads to a hole) 

● Like the first line of the hole callout, the second line of the hole callout has two parts. The first 
part (“10-24 UNC - 2B”) lets us know the size of the tap we need, and the second part, the 
number following the down arrow (0.380” in this case) tells us how deep we need to tap the 
hole.  

● Acquire a 10-24 tap and a handle to go with it. 
● With the part secured in a table vise, apply some cutting fluid (green bottle of A9) to the tap, 

and turn the tap by hand into the top hole of the part. 
o Considerable pressure will be required when tapping, since we are manually cutting 

metal to form threads. 
o Make sure to enter the hole straight, and keep the tap straight throughout to prevent 

cross threading. Cross threading creates slanted threads and may cause the tap to break 
o For every couple turns in, back out the tap and clear out the chips (overloading will 

result in breaking the tap) 
o You will FEEL when you reached the max depth of the hole, when the tap refuses to 

continue turning. (DON’T FORCE IT) 
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Step 13: Cleaning up the Part 

● Wipe the part with some ACETONE to remove any Dykem and Cutting Fluid 
● Use a deburring tool or file to remove any accessible sharp edges. 
● CONGRATULATIONS! YOU’RE DONE! 
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QUIZ ANSWERS 

 

QUIZ #1: 

cross slide, 0.25 inches, 250 thou 

QUIZ #2: 

facing, carriage, axially, 0.18 inches, 180 thou 

QUIZ #3: 

diameter = 0.150” (or 0.1495”) (corresponds to a #25 drill bit) 

depth = 0.380” 

The third line means that the hole must be countersunk 

Steps: 1) center drill, 2) drill, 3) countersink 

QUIZ #4: 

0.5 inches, 1.25 inches 

Place the part bottom face down and flat on a table. Raise the height gauge to a height of 0.5”  

and rotate the part 360 degrees to scribe a line. OR 

Place the part top face down and flat on a table. Raise the height gauge to a height of 1.25” 

and rotate the part 360 degrees to scribe a line. 

QUIZ #5: 

X: +/- 0.2970” (297 thou); whether you choose positive or negative does not matter! 

Y: 0.875” (875 thou) towards the bottom face of the part (whether this is positive or negative  

on your DRO may depend on your mill) 

Diameter of bore: 0.75” 

QUIZ #6: 

Center find / edge find to set the origin of the DRO (BE SURE TO OFFSET BY THE RADIUS OF  

THE EDGE FINDER) 

Barely scratch the outer surface of the cylinder with the endmill and zero the Z-coordinate  

using the dial on the knee crank 

Move the part away from the endmill and then raise the knee by the desired cut depth 
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Mill in a snake like pattern down to a position of Y = (1.25”) – (radius of endmill) 

Total cut depth should be 0.625” (625 thou) 

QUIZ #7: 

Barely scratch the outer surface of the front face with the endmill and zero the Z-coordinate  

using the dial on the knee crank 

Move the part away from the endmill and then raise the knee by the cut depth of 0.03175”  

(31.75 thou) 

Mill the entire face down to the previously circumscribed line (0.5” from the bottom face) 

The final X coordinate should be X = (1.25”) – (radius of endmill) (may be + or -) 

QUIZ #8: 

2 holes 

Hole 1: 0.1875” in diameter (3/16” drill bit); 0.6714” in depth 

Hole 2: 0.25” in diameter; 0.25” in depth 

X: +/- 0.5937” 

Y: +/- 0.375” 

Countersink is needed for Hole 2 

Three steps: center drill, drill, countersink 
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